This paper marks out the archetype figure of Hagar, one of the most revisited examples of motherhood in the corpus of Islamic and Jewish studies. The researcher shows that both Alicia Ostriker, Jewish-American poet and critic (born 1938), and Mohja Kahf, an Arab-American poet (born 1967), attempt feminist readings of Hagar's story. The study tackles Hagar in Ostriker's poem -The Opinion of Hagar‖ and Kahf's -Hagar in the Valley‖.
( ‫عشر‬ ‫السابع‬ ‫العدد‬Both poets retell their traditional Jewish and Muslim narratives and depend heavily on scriptures and religious heritage. Through Hagar's story, they both reflect on contemporary cultural issues; discrimination against women and the hardships faced by immigrants are two main issues that Ostriker and Kahf see in the story of Hagar. Yet each poet has a different focus and different manners based on adaptation and appropriation of the original story. The reinterpretation of Hagar's narrative depended on the poets' religious sources, as well as on each poet's reception of the narrative. The two poems of ‗Hagar' are considered a recovery for the female voices that have played a significant role in the development of women's religious history in the United States of America. With intertextuality, the two poets situate the narrative of Hagar as an archetypal and mythical figure for all women and as a key text in interfaith dialogue between Judaism and Islam.
Introduction
This paper marks out the archetypal figure of Hagar, one of the most revisited examples of motherhood in the corpus of Islamic and Jewish studies. Hagar is the second wife of Prophet Abraham, the father of all believers both in Judaism and Islam.‗Hagar' is a Biblical character in the book of Genesis. Known in Islamic tradition as Hajar which in Arabic means emigrant; she is also an important figure for Muslims; men and women alike emulate her running between two mountains, Safa and Marwa, in search of water to save her thirsty son in one of the most important rituals of Islam. For Muslims and Jews, Hajar/Hagar is the mother of Ibrahim's/Abraham's oldest son Ismail/Ishmael. Both Alicia Ostriker, 3 Jewish-American poet and critic (born 1938) andMohja Kahf, 4 an Arab-American poet (born 1967) attempt feminist readings of Hajar/Hagar's story. The study tackles Hagar in Ostriker's -The Opinion of Hagar‖ from her Torah-based volume of prose and poetry titled The Nakedness of Fathers: Biblical visions and Revisions (1994) . In this book Ostriker approaches the Torah with a midrashic 1 Adrienne Richtheorizes -re-vision", for her it was vital that women should return to the writings of a past steeped in the patriarchal tradition in order to expose the logic of discursive oppression in which they had long bad trapped. 33 2 Ibrahim is the Qur'anic spelling and pronunciation of the Prophet's name as well as Isma'il while the Torah spelling is Abram and Ishmael. The researcher adopts the English spelling for all Qur'anic and Torah names as used by Ostriker and Kahf unless they are mentioned in Qur'anic and Torah citation.
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Alicia Suskin Ostriker is a Jewish-American poet, critic, feminist and professor of religion and poetry. She is faculty member of the Drew University's low-residency poetry MFA program and the professor emerita of English at Rutgers University. In 2015, Ostriker is elected a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets.
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Mohja Kahf is an Arab-American Muslim woman writer, the author of poetry, creative nonfiction, essays, literary criticism, academic scholarship, short fiction and novel writer. She was born in Damascus, Syria and was three years old when her parents left Damascus in 1971 for the United States.
Currently, she is a professor of comparative literature at the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville and a creative writer with many works to her name.
sensibility. 5 The volume contains stories in prose and poetry in which Ostriker re-imagines Torah stories from a contemporary Jewish feminist perspective. The paper also tackles Kahf's poem -Hagar in the Valley‖ from her Qur'anic-based volume of poetry Hagar Poems forthcoming in 2017. 6 The story of Hagar/Hajar itself is a compilation of ancient and diverse sources. It appeared firstly in Jewish Scripture, the Torah, in the book of Genesis, then in the Qur'an, the Muslim's Scripture. Between these two Scriptures, there are similarities and differences in the story of Hagar. The paper highlights the comparison between Ostriker and Kahf's treatment of the Hagar archetype, in the two poems, relying on the Islamic and Jewish traditions. The poets' religious texts are regarded as undying sources of intertextuality in the field ofliterature. As the Torahand the Qur'an admittedly served as excellent sources of intertextuality, Ostriker and Kahf's poems of ‗Hagar' could be viewed as dependent on the Torah and Qur'anic narratives of the archetype of Hagar. The poets set forth new readings to Hagar's narrative as they place it in new contexts. As a matriarchal model, Hagar is an appropriate leading figure in the Islamic and Jewish modern American society. Her life story as a single mother in exile, as well as her struggle and achievements are parallel with the experience of many American immigrant women. In addition, for these women, the narrative of Hagar offers a social liberation and an example of power and autonomy. As a pivotal model of reform for the contemporary women in a patriarchal dominated society, Hagarsuffers from oppression, and endures many ordeals.
Although Ostriker and Kahf write about the same female archetype ‗Hagar', their methods of dealing with Hagar's narrative are different. Each writer reflects the diversity in the status of Hagar according to her own religious traditions. Thereupon, this variety is reflected in the title, themes, events, and images of the two poems under study in this paper.
The Theoretical Framework
Twentieth century American literature witnessed a great change due to the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the passage of Immigration Act in1965. As a result, the United States is now more of a multicultural state that hosts many cultures of non-white and mixed race citizens. Feminism, which involves the critical study of gender as one foundation of social experience and cultural expression, has emerged during this period of change. This period is pivotal for ethnic minorities as well as women in the United States; its intellectual atmosphere led these groups to examine their own history and culture. Feminism, in its first wave, was mainly concerned with the economic, political, and social equality of males and females, aiming to transform the male-dominance of the past and to create a fair future for all. The second wave of feminism looked for a way to shed light on women's roles in history, literature, mythology, and religious traditions. They regularly used religious and cultural discourse that characteristically revolved around religious archetypes and Biblical citations. This emphasis on the religious and the archetypal continued to be present in the third wave of feminism. With its postmodernist emphasis on adaptation and appropriation, this wave has further revived the interest in history and myth.
When Carl Gustav Jung (1875 Jung ( -1961 , the founder of analytical psychology,introduced the study of archetypes in psychology, most American women poets are directly or indirectly influenced by the writings of Jung; according to him:
There are as many archetypes as there are typical situations in life. Endless repetition has engraved these experiences into our psychic constitution, not in the form of images filled with content, but at first only as forms without content, representing merely the possibility of a certain type of perception and action 7 .
The term ‗archetype' decides the form and function of the literary work as the meaning of the text is inspired by cultural and psychological myths. The archetypal images are delineated and defined by their stories in myth. Archetypes denote -recurrent narrative designs, patterns of action, character types, themes and images … myths, dreams and even social rituals‖ 8 . Jung points out that the experiences of the individual are greatly determined by the common experiences of the human race. These experiences are situated in the unconscious mind of mankind. Jung believes that a collective unconscious lies behind each person's unconscious; this collective unconscious is not directly understood but is rather expressed in the form of an archetype. Thus, an archetype is an original pattern from which copies are derived. This original pattern is ubiquitous and has existed throughout time and in every culture with an infinite array of representations.
7 P.48 8 Abrams12
American feminist poets attempt to read the archetypes recurrent in their religious texts. In the last chapter of her landmark study in feminist criticism Stealing the Language: The Emergence of Women's Poetry in America (1986) , Ostrikercoins the term ‗revisionist mythology' to describe a poetic practice by women poets who transform cultural notions by revising myths. Ostriker discusses how these women poets try to -rewrite from a female point of view to discover new possibilities for meaning‖.
9 She insists that when -women write strongly as women‖ they intend -to subvert and transform the life and literature they inherit‖.
10 For Ostriker the ‗revisionist mythology' is a major means by which women poets redefine -both women and culture‖ 11 . These women poets deal with mythic archetypes in the interest of interrogating the past for the sake of a contemporary social change. Accordingly, Ostriker asserts that mythic archetypes belong to culture, andare closely connected with the religion and literature of any culture:
Whenever a poet employs a figure or story previously accepted and defined by a culture, the poet is using a myth, and the potential is always present that the use will be revisionist: that is, the figure or tale will be appropriated for altered ends, the old vessel filled with new wine, initially satisfying the thirst of the individual poet but ultimately making cultural change possible.
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In the myths, one may discover a set of cultural values which are superior to the currently accepted ones. These myths represent a source for new values that may be more appropriate to the cultural needs of their time than the values of the present. In other words, the reinterpretation of the myths of the past helps writers and readers to understand and to deal with the current crises of today like loss of identity, looking for a model …etc. counter the ones with the others, in such a way as never to rest on any one of them.
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Kristeva recognizes the poetic text as being a concurrent affirmation and negation of another text. The poet or the reteller of religious and cultural narrative who engages in intertextuality attempts to adapt and appropriate a text from the past either by transforming or turning it upside down in relation to contemporary issues. The process of textual appropriation is to construct a text from religious and cultural sources, and to claim it as one's own, thus appropriating pre-existing patterns into present cultural norms. Adaptation according to Sanders is the -reinterpretation of established texts in new generic contexts or perhaps with relocations of an ‗original' or sourcetext's cultural and/or temporal setting‖. 20 As such, adaptation is a process involving the transition from one type to another. In this context, it means from narrative text to poetry. It can provide new clues to the meaning of the text as well as its cultural significance.
From a feminist perspective, the story of Hagar, which is narrated both in the Torah and theQur'an, could be viewed as amatriarchal archetype adapted and appropriated by both Ostriker and likewise inKahf. The Torah and Qur'anic maternal models are not limited to biological function; they have the quality of leadership, endurance, dedication and compassion as pivotal members in their families and societies. According to Jane Freedman, -Mothering is not only about biologicalreproduction but about a set of attitudes, skills, and values that accompany it, and some feminists argue that it is these attitudes, values, and skills which constitute the distinctness of femininity and which should be given a more central place in our societies‖. 21 Through their poetry, Ostriker and Kahf show the feminist role played by Hagar as a matriarchal model relying on theirreligious texts as sourcesfor narrative. Each poet depended on the corresponding scripture and built her poem of Hagar on the details narrated in each Book; while Ostriker depended on the Torah, Kahf depended on the Qur'an respectively.
The two texts/intertexts, the Torah and the Qur'an areused by the two poets asauthoritative sources for themes, characters, images and plots. Yet, each of them uses her intertext differently either placing more emphasis on the past, or using history to portray the present reality of contemporary women. By so doing, both poets engage in the process of Ostriker and Kahf show their religious traditions through their poems to confront the culturalhegemony that many female immigrants face in the United States of America. Theyrewrite an American literature from the perspective of cultural and religious traditions which revise issues of gender, race, class and identity. Kahf's growing up in the United States formsa uniqueperceptionof the world. This perception is forged by the differences and similarities between the culture of her homeland and that of her adopted country. Her poetry is a mixture of both Syrian and American influences.Her own conception of Islamic feminism influences the themes of her poetry as an American Muslim woman.Islamicfeminism isdefined byMargot Badran as -a feminist discourse and practice articulated within an Islamic paradigm… [It] derives its understanding and mandate from the Qur'an, seeks rights and justice for women, and men, in the totality of their existence.‖ 22 Lisa Suhair Majaj in ArtNews comments that Kahf's poetrydraws on American colloquialism, the Qur'an, Islamic Heritage, Arabic oral tradition and Arabic poetry. Kahf respects her own faith as a Muslim and uses advantages offered by being an American, like free speech, to explore the Muslim American literature.
23
While Kahf uses the Qur'an and Hadithas her reference, Ostriker utilizes Midrashto retell Torah narrativesfrom aJewish feministperspective and redefines the impulse to transform the traditions she inherits.Jewish feminism can be defined as a movement that enquires improvement for Jewish women in the religious, legal, and social status as well as opens up new opportunities for their religious experience and leadership. Judith Plaskow, the Jewish feminist theologian, reveals that the exclusion from all-male prayer group, the exemption from positive time-bound and women's inability to function as witnesses and to initiate divorce are 22 P. 242 23 -Supplies of Grace‖ (n.pag.) among the required issues of Jewish feminism.
24 Through her poetry, as a Jewish feminist,Ostrikercounters traditional Judaism;shedoes not reject the traditions which she has been brought up tocherish but she challenges the patriarchal monopoly of this tradition.
The Image of Hagar in Ostriker's "The Opinion of Hagar"
In her -The Opinion of Hagar‖, Ostriker provides herreaders with a feminist reading of Hagar's narrative. For thereligious and cultural sourcesof this narrative, she relies on the book of Genesis (16: Right from the beginning,the title of the poem carries a direct reference to Ostriker's religious beliefs and inherited culture as the name of Hagar appears in the title of the poem.Ostriker's repetition of Hagar's name -Hagar, she jeered, Hagar‖ (26); as well as her narrative through the poem proves that -intertextuality extends all the way from the -operative repetition‖ of a single word to the use of a whole book as an -inter-web‖ of meaning.‖ 29 UsingHagar's proper name in the title recalls Hagar's narrative in the book of Genesis. Nevertheless,the word -Opinion‖ in the title can be considered as Ostriker'sact of appropriation and giving voice to the voiceless. Foregrounding the opinion of Hagar in this manner can be read as a critique of the Biblical narrative in which Sarah and Abraham are the controlling figures of the narrative.Hagar, as a character in Genesis, is considered a property. She is neither consulted for opinions, nor are her reactions taken into consideration by Abraham or Sarah; Hagar plays no role in the decision. By using such an ironic title, Ostriker criticizes the sexism, racism,and class distinction of the Jewish community. In addition, Ostriker gives a nameless slave a name in her poem: ‗Hagar' as a name has not been used in reference to Hagar by the other characters in the Genesis narrative. She is labeled according to her social status as a maid and slave of Sarah in the household of Abraham: -I gave my maid to your embrace‖(16:5) and -Since your maid in your hand.‖(16:6).
Ostriker starts her poem from the climax of Hagar's story in the Genesis;shemakes use of her poem's first epigraphs from Genesis. By so doing, Ostriker attempts to draw the reader's attention to Hagar's narrative right from the start, and by overtly engaging in intertextuality and in adapting and appropriating the Genesis verse. She linksthe poem directly and overtly with the Torah and introduces the narrative of Hagar as mentioned in Genesis before she later invites her reader subtly to compare the story with the life ofcontemporary Jewish women in the U.S.
The epigraph indicates that Hagar is left away by her husband Abraham and his wife to the wilderness.Ostriker clearly emphasizes the discrimination against and the oppression of the different race and class by the rich and "the racially superior" Sarah. Hagar is portrayed as an oppressed poor slave who belonged to an inferior class in the household of Abraham. Sarah aggressively demands Abraham to send Hagar and Ishmael away from her. She depicts Ismael as the son of slave disregarding the fact that he is Abraham's child too. For Sarah, Hagar's son can challenge her son through mocking when Abraham, already an old man, is dead. Sarah also insists that her son Isaac is the only heir of Abraham and the Land of Canaan. Ostriker aims to create a mood of collision between Sarah and Hagar and allows the language of conflict in the epigraph to prevail throughout the whole poem. The first is the description of -the son of Hagar‖, -her son‖ and -the son of this bondwoman‖ highlights the mother, Hagar, not her child, Ismael, and shows the lack of equality between the sons. The second is the opposition and inequality between the mothers Sarah and Hagar. Sarah is rich, mistress and the first wife to Abraham while Hagar is slave, powerless, alone and the second wife. By being an -Egyptian,‖ Hagar is considered a foreigner and a stranger, as her name indicates. Nothing is known or heard about her family, she is uprooted. The third is the mentioning of Isaac's name -my son Isaac‖ which means that Sarah has only one son. In the epigraph Sarah neglects Ishmael as the latter is not counted among the chosen progeny of Abraham and will not inherit any portion of the Promised Land. Although, Abraham never utters preference for any of his sons, he is silent towards Sarah's behaviour to Hagar and Ishmael in the original narrative and in the poem. The mass killing of ethnic, national, religious groups has often been portrayed as the result of deep-seated hatred of victims by perpetrators. … ethnic mass killing occurs when the leaders believe that their victims pose a threat that can be countered only by removing them from society.
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The basic for the anti-Semitism in Europe is that the Jews are seen as rootless even though they live in Europe for centuries. The rootlessness of Jewish communities is in the land not in blood. Their affiliation through blood and dispersal through the nations of Europe are seen as something dangerous by the anti-Semite to the national principle. Accordingly, Ostriker through this epigraph confirms that there is ethnic hatred between living nations. The epigraph can be regarded as a metaphor through which Ostriker points to the haterelationship between Sarah and Hagar as each represents a nation. The story of Hagar is a portrayal of a woman who has little control over her destiny and therefore is required to do the bidding of her mistress. A foreigner in the land of Canaan, she lives as a servant in the household of two other newcomers to the land, Abram and Sarai. 32 In the same way,using the verbs ‗took' and ‗gave', -Sarai his wife [Abram's] took her Egyptian slave Hagar and gave her to her husband to 31 P. 52 32 P. 43 be his wife,‖ (16:3) manifests how Sarah exercises power over Hagar, and how the latter is treated as a mere object.The Torah version of the story confirms that Hagar is Sarah's servant as mentioned above in Genesis. (16:16-4) Ostriker gives voice to Hagaras a humble woman: -You see how humble I am‖ (27). Yet, in the third stanza, she permits her to show pride in her son-Ishmael‖;whose meaning is‗God hears' -recalling God's involvement in Hagar's affliction and Ishmael's birth.‖ 33 Ostriker's Hagar is powerless that's why she seeks power from her son, another male figure. Hagar's son isfreeand different from his mother; he is the ancestor of the Arabs:-My son is another story/Not like me, he is free and courageous.‖(28-29) Ostriker adaptsthe epithet -wild ass‖ forIshmael from the narrative of the Genesis which indicates stubbornness, idolatry, and lack of refinement; and pointsto the conflict between Sarah and Hagar and theirdescendants: -A wild ass of a man.‖(30)Ostriker also constructs Hagar as a dynamic character through her actions and reactions. She shows how Hagar determines the future of her son Ishmael and how he grows into a modern American man. The repetition of -can‖ is to clusterIshmael'svarious skills and to draw the attention tohis abilityas well as emphasizing his distinguished strengthas a contemporary man:
He can read and write
He can run a printing press
He can shoot an Ak-47 I call him Ishmael, I whispered to him:
Fight to your dying breath. (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) This carries the intertext of the book of In accordance with the traditions of the day, the Ancient Near Eastern lawand custom; when a slave woman bears a son to the master; she and her son would be free. The latter can inherit his father as an equal partner to the son of the first-rank wife. The status of Hagar and her son Ishmael could be explained according to theregulations ofthe Law Code of Hammurabi 34 which stipulates that:
If a man's…slave woman bears him children, and the father during his lifetime then declares to…the children whom the slave woman bore to him, -my children‖…after the father goes to his fate, the children of the first-ranking wife and the children of the salve women shall equally divide the property of the paternal estate… . 
34
The Code of Hammurabi is a well-preserved Babylonian law code of ancient Mesopotamia, dating back about 1754 BC. Rooted inher own experience as a Jewish woman from Eastern Europe, Ostriker tends to shed through this poem light on the Jewish woman'scondition. These women are often badly treated and discriminated againstby other women in the United States of America. They somehow repeat the story of Hagar who is ill-treated by Sarah. Utilizing an indirect speech of Sarah told by Hagar, Ostriker refers to race and class distinction between Hagar and Sarah as they are from diverse -social rank‖. Hagar is deceived by Sarah's care, Ostriker indirectly comparers Sarah's behaviour with that of the Western Jewish and Christian women towards Eastern Jewish women when the latter arrive at the United States.Moreover, Ostriker tries to highlight the cultural and religious differences between various Jewish -nationalities‖ in the United States as America is considered a multi-cultural State;when Sarah tells Hagar that they are -women‖ in spite of their -social rank‖ as a slave servant and a free mistress. It also reflects Ostriker's perspective of womenism.
Womenism voices ethnical black women and attempts at reclaiming the stories of women from African descent as resources for ethical inquiry. Ostriker shows racial as well as class differences between Sarah and Hagar. Whereas, feminism is concerned with gender equality as mentioned early in this paper; womenism goes beyond the racial and classical oppression on black women.As a movement, ithas evolved through its rejection of all forms of oppression, and its commitment to social justice regardless of race, gender, or sexual orientation.Womenismensures group unity to break the silence of oppressed women.Womenismseems to be central to Ostriker in finding ways to foster interracial cooperation among women.
ThroughSarah and Hagar, Ostriker inquires race-class-gender equality among white and black women as well as all men in their American society: She pretended to care for me Forget about our nationalities, forget About social rank, she would say
We are women together
That is what matters, Hagar (6-10).
At the end of -The Opinion of Hagar‖, Ostriker expresses nostalgia for womenism when she repeats the line but uses a past tense of the verb: -We were women together.‖ (38) She lets Hagar wonder about the cause of Sarah's hatred towards her while she continues to lament her fate:
But still wonder Why could she not love me We were women together (36-38)
Ostriker disagrees with the narrative ofGenesis about Hagar. The word -woman‖ has its religious and cultural roots for women in Judaism who are viewed as inferior and who are oftenoppressed by men. The French author and philosopher Simone de Beauvoir in her book TheSecondSex (1949)provides a detailed analysis of women's oppression which focuses on the social construction of woman as the other:
When a woman tries to define herself, she starts by saying ‗I am a woman'. No man would do so. This fact reveals the basic asymmetry between the terms ‗masculine' and ‗feminine'. ... . This imbalance goes back to the Old Testament. … . Woman is riveted into a lopsided relationship with man; he is the One, she the Other.
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The Image of Hagar in Kahf's "Hagar in the Valley"
Whereas the detailed narrative of Hagar's myth is narrated in the Torah in the book of Genesis, the story of Hagar and the miracle of Zamzamare not directly mentioned in the Qur'an 41 ; it is narrated in the Hadithand Islamic exegetical texts.
42 Hiba Abugideiri remarks that Hagar's -near absence from the Qur'an is not necessarily because of her sex; rather, it comes from the lack of dispute surrounding her significance in Islam.‖ 43 Although the Qur'an does not refer to Hagar by name, it does not mean that Hagar is entirely erased from the Islamic tradition. This tradition includes the collections of hadith, or prophetic traditions that form an integral part of tradition in Islam.In the Qur'an, she is referenced Ibn 'Abbas Narrated: Abraham brought Hagar and her son Ishmael while she was breastfeeding him, to a place near the Ka'bah under a tree on the spot of Zamzam, at the highest place in the mosque. During those days there was nobody in Mecca, nor was there any water. So he made them sit over there and placed near them a leather bag containing some dates and a small waterskin containing some water, and set out homeward… 46 Kahf's -Hagar in the Valley‖captures Hagar while reminiscing as she was left with her child in the desert of Mecca. However,Hagarthought it is the will of the Almighty Allah and that only Him would indeed take care of her, and provide for her and her child. The water-skin is empty, Hagar's child cries from thirst and she could not help him. So she leaves him there and runs through -boulders‖ and -black ridges‖. Hagar runs between the mountains of Safa and Marwa, especially in the low ground where she could not see her son. And sometimes her walking corresponds -with the rhythm of the cry of the child.‖ (24) 47 She does it for seven times, but in vain. After that, she returns to her child and with amazement, she finds his -palms were moist‖ (32). The water bursts and flows to form the springs of Zamzam which is metonymic for Allah's mercy which -finally burst/then to flow forever‖ (39-40). Then, she comes back to her suffering and survival to compare between the -hardness and heaviness‖ of the valley with that of the water's lightness. Hagar is a true example of a woman who has great faith in God; she is granted with water/mercy and gives birth to prophets. At the last stanza, 44 Ismail is the Qur'anic name for Ishmael as well as Ibrahim for Abraham. 45 Unless stated otherwise, all the verse from the Qur'an quoted in this paper is from Ali, Abdullah Yusuf. Kahf/Hagar wants people to remember their need for God's mercy: -when they have a white fire/when they thirst for this water.‖ (50-51) She ends the poem with a rhetorical question: -What will make them remember?/And will they come to the belly of my valley/when they have a white fire,/ when they thirst for this water?‖ (58-61)
To start with the title,Kahf constructs -Hagar in the Valley‖ according to her Islamic religious perspective and inherited culture of Hagar's narrative.The name of -Hagar‖ appears in the title of the poem; using the proper name of -Hagar‖recalls Hagar's narrative inthe Hadith.However, the word/place -Valley‖ has a special meaning in Kahf's version of the story,andit represents the dominating imageof the poemwhich will be explained in this paper. Kahf' s Hagar is far stronger and more powerful, since she, unlike Ostriker's Hagar, has agency. Although, Ostriker's Hagar had a voice to express her views, she was a woman in a patriarchal society who cannot exercise agency. Agency is a point at which these views are translated into actions. It is the ability to make decisions and effective choices about one's own life to influence change like that of Kahf's Hagar. Women who have agency are being empowered to fulfill the needs that they have identified for themselves; Hagar, in Kahf's poem, is not dependent on others, her husband or her son; she decides for herself and is supported by the Almighty. Agency in Kahf's Hagar is a source of her strength and of her pride.
Abugideiri sees Hagar as a -powerful figure for demonstrating how female struggle and liberation remain integral aspects of Muslim women's modern lives.‖ 48 Kahf, as an Arab and Muslim woman in America, highlights Hagar's power and her ability to liberate herself and others.Kahf's Hagarfulfills her goal in contrast to Ostriker's.
-Hagar in the Valley‖ is a confirmation of Hagar's Arabian descent as well as endurance, strength. She is a revered image of matriarchy and of womanhood that is emulated by Muslims regardless of their gender. Juliane Hammer asserts that Kahf's Hagar appears as a -strong-willed‖ female who surrenders to the -will of God‖ and decides -to persist in her new and dangerous environment.‖ 49 Kahf's poem highlights Hagar's distinguished endurance and struggle for survival in spite of the intolerable conditions she confronts before finding the well of Zamzam. The poem does not portray any hard feelings against Sarah or Abraham (peace be upon him). It is a story of perseverance and faith followed by mercy and peace that takes place in the valley of Mecca.Kahf's Hagar narrates her story of achievement in the physical and spiritual senses. It is the story ofhow water/mercy eventuallybursts and flows to form the springs of Zamzam which continues to flow till today and which are metonymic for Allah's mercy which He grants to those who believe and persevere: Ismail's mother followed him saying, ‗0 Abraham! Where are you going, leaving us in this valley where there is no person whose company we may enjoy, nor is there anything (to enjoy)?' She repeated that to him many times, but he did not look back at her. Then she asked him, ‗Has Allah ordered you to do so?' He said, ‗Yes.' She said, ‗Then He will not neglect us,' 50 Kahf's Hagar is a story of suffering and wholesome survival; she is a true example of a woman who has great faith in God, and who is, therefore, granted with water/mercy: Hagar is empowered by the spiritual access to Allah; she discoveredAllah's will that is called taqwa. Taqwa is the faith in Allah that makes you sure you will never get lost.Kahf highlights Hagar's power that she acquires from her faith in Allah. She, therefore, rereads female's agency within an Islamic context. Her agency is inspired by her taqwa. It provides a social liberation for women, where they become dependent, only on Allah the Almighty.
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Hadith vol. 4, book 55, and No.583 …found that the mountain of Safa was the nearest mountain toher on that land. She stood on it and started looking at the valley keenly sothat she might see somebody, but she could not see anybody. Then shedescended from the Safa and when she reached the valley, she tucked up herrobe and ran in the valley like a person in distress and trouble, till she crossedthe valley and reached the Marwamountain where she stood and startedlooking, expecting to see somebody but she could not see anybody. Sherepeated that (running between Safa and Marwa) seven times. The Prophet said, -This is the source of the tradition of the walking of people betweenthem (i.e., Safa and Marwa). The repetition of -I ran‖ emphasizes Hagar's persistence anddemonstrates the significance of the event.Hagar runs seven times, or maybe more as she hints to this in the poem, in search of water. She runs back and forth looking for water for her child between the hills of Safa and Marwa. As a reward to Hagar, that event forms Saai ritual done by the Muslim pilgrims when they perform Umra and Hajj to Mecca. She agrees to be left in the valley because her faith assures her that she and her son would be looked after. Allah in His holy Qur'an says:
Behold! Safa and Marwa are among the Symbols of Allah. So if those who visit the House in the Season [Hajj] or at other times [Umra], should compass them round, it is no sin in them. And if any one obeyeth his own impulse to good, be sure that Allah is He Who recogniseth and knoweth (Surah 2, Al-Baqara 158).
Other than Hagar, Kahf has no characters or personas to speak or take part in -Hagar in the Valley‖. Hagar is alone with her child in the valley of Mecca. Even her ‗child' who is mentioned many times in the poem could not articulate a word. Yet, only his crying is heard all over the poem: -the crying of the child/ behind me, waxing and waning‖ (24) (25) . Moreover, there is no dialogue in Kahf's -Hagar in the Valley‖ -I have been more alone than any man‖ (52).
Ostriker's Hagar is portrayed as "the other", poor, slave, neglected, oppressed, foreigner, and a powerless woman who is abused by her family. Unlike Ostriker's Hagar, Kahf's Hagar is portrayed as "the self", not "the other". She is proactive not reactive. She has agency and she relies on her religious tradition that regards her as both "the self" and the "selfless mother". She is often referred to as -Ismael's mother‖ or as -the mother of Ismael‖, which seen from an Islamic feminist perspective does not detract from her autonomy or her agency. Riffat Hassan, a pioneer in Islamic feminism,states that it -should not be interpreted to mean that Hagar's identity as a person/woman is being subsumed in her identity as a mother, or that she is seen as nothing more than the mother of a son.‖ 54 54 P. 166 In contrast to Ostriker's Hagar's son Ismael who is mentioned as a boy mocking and playing then asa strong man in-The Opinion of Hagar‖, IshmaelinKahf's -Hagar in the Valley‖isonly stated as an infantwho is in need of his mother's power, courage and will. Kahf refers to Ismael many times firstly as a childheld by his mother in the hot valley:-the child on my hip, the weight‖ (3) and a thirsty child when Allah ordered Abraham to leave them at that valley: -Hard when the child is hoarse of thirst/and makes noises like a hurt animal‖ (10-11). Then as a crying child when Hagar runs between Safa and Marwalooking for water: -I ran with the rhythm of the cry of the child‖ (24). Atlast Kahf's Hagar stops when she feelschange in the valley as her child's palms arewet when Zamzam spring bursts: -I stopped at a catch in the cry of the child/ when I found him, his small palms were moist‖(31-32).
Conclusion
By comparing and contrasting the two poems: Ostriker -The Opinion of Hagar‖ and Kahf's -Hagar in the Valley‖ with each other as well as with their original religious texts and interpretations, the following conclusions were reached. Both poetsretelltheir traditionalJewish and Muslim narratives and depend heavily on their scriptures and religious heritage. Through Hagar's story, they both reflect on contemporary cultural issues. Discrimination against women and the hardships faced by immigrants are two main issues that Ostriker and Kahf see in the story of Hagar. Yet each writer has a different focus and a different manner of appropriating the original story. The reinterpretation of Hagar's narrative has depended on the poets' religious sources, as well as on each poet's reception of the narrative. Ostriker's Hagar is an object; she is oppressed and fuming with hate to her oppressors; Kahf's Hagar, on the other hand, is a subject; she is focused on faith and on survival, and is satisfied with her mission and her achievement. The two poems of ‗Hagar' are considered a recovery of the femalevoice that have played a significant role in the development of women's religious history in the United States of America. The titles of the two poems carry direct reference to the poets' religious texts and inherited culture. Hagar is the speaker or the -I‖ persona voiced in both texts.In Ostriker's,Hagarhas voice to tell about her sufferingwhile in Kahf's, Hagar has both voice and agency. She makesdecisions and effective choices about her own life. Ishmael, Hagar's son, appears as, a young man who isthe source of pride in Ostriker's poem. In Kahf's, poem, her action and her faith are the main sources of pride; Ishmael is not the male figure who brings pride and satisfaction, but rather the baby dependent on his own mother for survival. As such, Kahf's poem is a celebration of female agency. Whereas Ostriker's poemhighlights the unattained rights of Jewish women in Judaism,Kahf's poemtends to celebrate the great social status given to women and mothers in the Qur'an, a status that is often overlooked in the patriarchal interpretations of the holy text. Ostriker foregrounds the oppression and the suffering of Jewish women; through Hagar,she tries to deconstruct the male-dominated society of Judaism and to reconstruct the feminist rolefrom a contemporary perspective. As a Jewish feminist, Ostriker attempts to counter the male bias of the Jewish tradition and of its patriarchal social system, which in the poem is represented by Abraham. The world of Ostriker's poem is that of conflict and hate between Hagar and Abraham on the one hand, and betweenthe two female rivals Hagar and Sarah, on the other.The poemis haunted bysexism and racism as well as byclass distinction. On the other hand, Kahf tries to revive the Islamic tradition by highlighting an image of Hagar who isempowered bythe spiritualityof thetrue faith (taqwa) and who is experiences womanist reconciliation with the males and the females in the story. In spite of the difference in emphasis and the different trajectory each poem takes, the two poets situate the narrative of Hagar as an archetypal narrative for all women and as a key text in interfaith dialogue between Judaism and Islam.
